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The aim of this entry is to review existing publicly available and open artificial intelligence (AI) oriented datasets in

different domains and subdomains of the railway sector. The contribution of this paper is an overview of AI-oriented

railway data published under Creative Commons (CC) or any other copyright type that entails public availability and

freedom of use. These data are of great value for open research and publications related to the application of AI in the

railway sector.
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1. Introduction

The automation of traditional manufacturing and industrial practices, by using modern technology in conjunction with

massive recollection of data and powerful algorithms, has initiated the course of the fourth industrial revolution. Experts

agree that AI is becoming the most central player in Industry 4.0, and the railway industry is not exempt from this. There

are many applications within the railway sector in which AI can create a big impact . The increasing number of IoT

devices, data available and amount of computer power (along with the decreasing manufacturing costs for technology)

create the conditions for the application of modern AI techniques in the railway sector .

Applications for AI models are diverse and can be implemented directly in vehicles, infrastructure and services related to

transportation . The recollection of data and use of AI algorithms can aid the analysis of data related to travel routes, the

behavior of pedestrians and commuters, the mitigation of energy use, pollution, traffic congestion as well as the

improvement of the overall security and safety of passengers. The European Union has assigned over €2.3 billion in

funding for the development of smart, green and integrated transport for the period 2014–2020 within the Horizon 2020

Initiative . This initiative comprises different research projects related to the application of AI in transport systems,

including the Shift2Rails program, for the development and validation of sustainable, cost-efficient, high-performing, time-

driven, digital and competitive train operation standards through railway research and innovation .

We recognize several literature reviews on specific AI applications in different railway subdomains. For instance, authors

assessed literature on applying Machine Learning to track maintenance  and wheel defects , and  investigated

image processing approaches for track inspection. Also,  addressed urban flow prediction using machine learning. For

traffic management,  reviewed data-driven approaches. Similarly,  and  delved into big data for intelligent

transport systems and railway systems, respectively, and  looked into potentials of swarm optimization for railways.

Differently,  reviewed current AI developments across the railway sector holistically, covering all the above mentioned

topics as well as safety and security, mobility, and autonomous train driving. They identified that majority of research

belongs to maintenance and inspection (57%) and traffic planning and management (25%). The existing literature reviews

typically covered a limited scope either regarding specific railway subdomains or some certain aspects of AI, with the

exception of . Also, all review papers addressed dominantly AI applications, with little/no focus on the used data. Here,

we want to stress that the existence of available data is one of the critical aspects for AI applications. However, authors of

AI-focused railway applications rarely publish the related data. In addition, railway companies still tend to be rather

conservative and not open to sharing publicly their data to third parties, these being research and academic institutions.

Therefore, relevant data are still rather scarce and often one of the largest challenges to address at the beginning of any

research effort; according to the findings of the recent survey  the lack of suitable datasets for training the ML models

has been indicated by the railway stakeholders among the top three obstacles to be faced for the adoption of AI in the rail

sector. This situation altogether may lead to the delayed development of AI applications or even prevent researchers from

starting to investigate specific topics.

The aim of this paper is to review existing publicly available and open datasets across the whole domain of railway sector

for diverse AI applications. We cover subdomains such as maintenance and inspection, traffic planning and management,

automated train driving, safety and security, passenger mobility and transport policy. Also, datasets are classified based
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on its type to numerical, image, label and other. The review covers the period until January 2021. We also present a short

overview of supporting public datasets and APIs (Application programming interface (API) is a set of definitions and

protocols for building and integrating application software which allows a product or service to communicate with other

products and services). All these AI-oriented datasets are of great value for open research and publications related to the

application of AI in the railway sector. With this study, we hope to benefit researchers in the fields of computer science and

the transport industry by providing an insight into these valuable data and valuable information on how they can be

accessed. In addition, companies would hopefully recognize the added benefit and be encouraged to share and publish

their data more willingly.

2. Summary of the results

Based on previous literature reviews, we have analyzed publicly available datasets across seven railway subdomains for

AI applications. We have used multiple portals to collect the public datasets including general databases like European

Data Portal and Data.gov, AI-focused databases like Zenodo and FigShare and recent data-focused journals like Data in

Brief. The data types have been classified as numeric, image, label and other.

We believe that with the public data available today, some railway problems could already be approached with AI-oriented

solutions. For instance, the domain of Traffic Planning and Management counts with a good number of public datasets, in

total 28 dataset, and vast availability of data harvesting sources, such as APIs, GTFS, RSS Feeds, for data collection.

This data can be used for developing traffic predictions, and also timetabling and real-time rescheduling models and

approaches. There are also rather complete and readily available datasets that can be used to research problems in the

domain of Maintenance and Inspection, in total 28 datasets, which are mainly related to maintenance and inspection of

railway tracks. Maintenance data for rolling stock, railway ballast and catenary system and electrical equipment are also

present but to a lesser extent. This would be used for better health monitoring and predicting failures of infrastructure and

rolling stock to minimize the disruption impacts on railway traffic. Other railway domains do not present as many openly

available datasets: Safety and Security includes 10 public datasets and Passenger Mobility - 8 public datasets. Finally, no

datasets could be found for Autonomous Train Driving, Transport Policy or Revenue Management. Thus, generating the

first related public datasets could contribute greatly to boosting research in these domains. In all railway domains

analyzed in this paper, the most common type of data is numerical data. We believe this is the easiest type of data to

obtain, we have observed different data collection methods including mostly onboard sensors, and other IoT devices such

as wireless sensor networks. However, only seven image datasets could be found. This is a counter-proportional

considering the amount of research done involving computer vison models in the railway sector. Also, regarding the

datasets quality, it often tend to be rather unknown; and limited or no proper documentation is sometimes available. On

the positive side, the study revealed that there are publicly available data maintained by government organizations and

TOCs that can be of great use to support AI-based models such as infrastructure network and statistical data, and

certified APIs. In particular, these data coming from official public services and are usually well-curated real-time data that

can greatly contribute to the accuracy of AI models. Moreover, the increasing number and sophistication of IoT devices –

along with the decreasing manufacturing costs – present a promising outlook for the collection of raw data in the railway

sector. There are different AI techniques related to Natural Language Processing (NLP) that could be utilized to process

any unstructured data collected.

We recognize several promising research directions. First, the formation of a unified database of AI-oriented railway data

would be beneficial, we believe that a centralized database of railway-specific datasets would greatly contribute to the

conducting research in this area. Second, the further investigation of the quality of the existing datasets would be required

to understand its size, quality, and applicability in greater details. Third, the collection of new high-quality data that can be

made available for public use and research by active researchers and data and problem owners. Lastly, to guarantee the

quality of new datasets, publications in peer-reviewed journals like Data in Brief and IEEE DataPort, and also online

databases like Zenodo and FigShare shall be encouraged. We believe that these new developments would lead towards

faster uptake and more diverse developments of AI applications in railway systems.

Read the full review and complete list of datasets: https://doi.org/10.3390/infrastructures6100136
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